Volunteers wanted for photography festival!

f/stop - 9. Festival for Photography Leipzig 2021
TRUST/vertrauen, 25. 06. – 04.07. 2021

The f/stop is looking for committed, art-interested helpers who would like to support the festival team in setting up and running the festival. The tasks include the set-up and de-installation of the festival, exhibition supervision, admission, artist support and work in the festival office.

The 9th edition of the f/stop festival will take place from 25.06. - 4.07.2021 under the theme TRUST/vertrauen. This year the festival is internationally curated by Dr. Susan Bright, renowned Australian-British curator and writer, and Nina Strand, artist, writer and founder of the art journal Objektiv in Oslo.

The main exhibition TRUST will take place on the grounds of the Baumwollspinnerei Leipzig. In addition, exhibitions by several Leipzig galleries, art associations and project spaces will extend the festival. In an online forum, the festival theme in its various facets will be discussed with photographers, the festival audience, and partners.

f/stop is looking for committed helpers who:

- are interested in photography and art
- like to learn something new
- are flexible and reliable
- can work responsibly and independently

The tasks include:

- Exhibition installation support and de-installation
- Exhibition supervision
- Admission
- Guided tours through the exhibitions
- Artist support
- Tasks in the festival office

Contact:
fotoszene@f-stop-leipzig.de

f/stop Festival für Fotografie Leipzig
www.f-stop-leipzig.de

Festivalleitung:
Stefanie Abelmann / Christian Bodach

D21 Kunstraum Leipzig e.V.
Demmeringstr. 21
04177 Leipzig
Deutschland
Volunteers will be offered:

- A look behind the scenes of a festival
- Free entry to the f/stop (+5 guests)
- Festival poster
- Festival catalogue
- Internship certificate (if required)
- Team Party (if it is possible again without any worries)

More info:

https://f-stop-leipzig.de/de/

https://www.facebook.com/FSTOPLeipzig/

https://www.instagram.com/fstop_leipzig/

You can apply here: fotoszene@f-stop-leipzig.de

Note:
To ensure the greatest possible safety for all volunteers and visitors, we will develop a comprehensive hygiene concept that follows the guidelines of hygiene and distance regulations.